
Demography is destiny: why mass immigration
assists the European project

In seeking to vary the continent's demographic make-up in pur suit of power the
architects of the new political order are following in well-trodden footsteps

Anthony Scholefield, a valued
contributor to these columns,

recently caused an embarrassed silence
and a stiffening of the intellectual
muscles when speaking at a London
seminar on immigration. The remark
which produced the chorus of in-drawn
breaths was to the effect that the EU
had a similar interest in managing
large-scale movements of population
to Hitler and Stalin.

Scholefield was not. of course,
suggesting that Mr Barroso is as brutal
or inhumane as the German and
Russian dictators or that be displays an
identical caste of totalitarian mind.

Political Order

His argument was that all rising
political orders have an interest in
managing demographic change
because democracy is the ultimate
determinant of the political order. In
the words of August Comte:
"Demography is Destiny".

In Scholefield's view the long term
objective of EU policy is clear a
uniform political order and a
generation of loyal Homo Europeanus.
Residual national loyalties will be
allowed to survive: it will still be
possible to drink beer in pint mugs and
to run the mile, although the potency of
such cultural symbols of identity will
fade. But power will have moved away
from the ordinary voter and from
national politicians.

All rising political orders have taken
an interest in the demographic realities
of their day. It is the natural pre-
occupation for those bent on
establishing and maintaining a political
order.

As an unpublished paper by
Scholefield points out, the Romans
famously settled demobilised
legionnaires with land holdings in
frontier areas in order to stiffen their
defences. The Protestant plantations in
Ireland, the movement of the French
Acadians to Louisiana after 1763, the

arrival of British settlers in the Eastern
Cape in the 1820s are all examples of
emerging empires which sought to
establish themselves by changing the
demographics.

In the eighteenth century the Austrian
empire was busy settling its 'military
frontier' in Croatia with loyal
Catholics while the Russian Empire
was filling up the lands conquered
from the Muslim Khans with ethnic
Russians. In the nineteenth century the
pace of Russian and Christian Balkan
expansion pushed back the Ottomans
from a large part of Eastern Europe.
China's policy in Tibet and Sinkiang

in modern times follows the precedents
of the European empires. Unnoticed by
the world, there is a similar, flow of
Indian nationals from the Ganges
valley into the immense tribal areas of
North Eastern India - nor has this been
without conflict in Mizoram, Nagaland
and Manipur.

National Identity

The biggest demographic re-
organisation to have occurred outside
the USSR in recent times was, of
course, the mass movement carried out
by the Allies at the end of the Second
World War, the last gasp of Wilsonian
and Lloyd Georgian national identity
politics.

In this case, the national identity basis
of the nation state required
demographic change, as outlined by
Winston Churchill in the House of
Commons, 15th December 1944:

"The transference of several millions
of people would have to be effected
from the east to the west or the north,
and the expulsion of the Germans,
because that is what is proposed - the
total expulsion of the Germans - from
the areas to be acquired by Poland in
the west and the north. For expulsion
is the method which, so far as we have
been able to see, will be the most
satisfactory and lasting".

He then commended the exchange of

populations between Greece and
Turkey after 1923.

The Potsdam Declaration stated, "The
three governments recognise that the
transfer to Germany of German
populations, or elements thereof,
remaining in Poland, Czechoslovakia
and Hungary, will have to be
undertaken. They agree any transfers
that take place should be affected in an
orderly and humane manner". In fact,
it is thought that at least hundreds of
thousands of Germans died as a result
of this policy - a policy of removing all
Germans, not only those who were
considered hostile. Of course, many
Germans had, indeed, committed
crimes in these countries but it is a fact
that this mass expulsion was widely
welcomed and no politician from any
party in Britain dissented during the
1944-1946 period.

Necessary Sacrifice

Most people who contemplate
Europe's political future are more
concerned about the mass transfer of
Muslim people into Europe than about
terrorist threats. Terrorism is a
nuisance and has the power to shock
but it can only become a potential
major threat if the terrorists obtain and
use weapons of mass destruction. The
steady build-up of a minority clearly at
odds with its host culture is far more
significant and a far more intractable
challenge to the national identity in the
long term. This is, of course, not a
problem when seen through EU eyes.
Any weakening of national identity is a
necessary sacrifice.

When Mr Barroso declared:
"Sometimes I like to compare the EU
as a creation to the organisation of
empire", British politicians expressed
indignation and some even demanded
retractions. But his words were entirely
apt.

The main instrument in the creation
of the new order is the 'free movement
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Crystal ball gazers predict EU directive
will mean big trouble

Mediums, psychics, tarot card
readers and spiritual healers are

predicting problems in the future over
new European Union legislation which
they fear could leave them open to
litigation from sceptics.

The Spiritual Workers' Association
has lobbied the Government over plans
to make the mystic profession subject
to consumer-protection regulations
drafted in Brussels.

Britain's 1951 Fraudulent Mediums
Act is to be repealed next month and
replaced by the EU Unfair Commercial
Practices Directive, which comes into
force on 26th May.

Under the outgoing legislation, the

prosecution had to prove that a
medium or spiritual healer had
intended to be fraudulent in order to
secure a conviction.

But under the new European
consumer protection directive, it will
be the psychic's responsibility to prove
they did not mislead or coerce
credulous consumers.

"The problem is that it's turning
spiritualism, the religion, into a
consumer product, which it is not",
said Carole McEntee-Taylor, the
founder of the Spiritual Workers'
Association.

She went on: "The Fraudulent

Mediums Act protected the medium
because it meant the person receiving
the information was taking personal
responsibility ".

Susie Collings, of the College of
Psychic Studies, hoped the new rules
will discourage "less than ethical"
mediums and make it easier for the
public to understand what to expect
from a reading.

However, she predicted: "There is
always the possibility that mediums
will be targeted by people intent on
making money by suing what they see
as easy targets and that is a big
concern for the individual".

Dramatic fall in support for the Treaty
Irish public opinion has moved

sharply against the Lisbon Treaty,
with the Yes side now enjoying only a
slender lead, according to the [Irish]
Sunday Business Post/Red C monthly
tracking poll on 28th April.

Support for the treaty has fallen from
43 per cent in February to 35 per cent
among those entitled to vote in the
referendum. Those opposed to the
treaty have increased from 24 per cent
to 31 per cent. The number of
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undecided voters remains almost
unchanged, at 34 per cent.

Tom McGurk, a Sunday Business
columnist wrote in the same issue. "If
you thought the Maastricht and Nice
masterpieces needed a whole
afternoon in a political seminar to
understand, then try Lisbon. It is the
Finnegans Wake of EU treaties, a
masterclass in confusion and obscurity.
It would be funny if it weren't so
serious; indeed, were any student in

Europe to submit the Lisbon Treaty as
an academic political thesis, they
might well be thrown out of their
faculty".

He concluded, "As we ponder this
truly unreadable document, why
should we be treated with contempt by
some Europeans for even pondering it?
And, most importantly of all, could
voting No to it be our attempt to save
Europe from itself? "

Why immigration assists the European project
of people', a policy usually enunciated
with misty-eyes by europhiles while its
presumed economic benefits have been
accepted even by eurosceptics.

The idea of free movement of persons
surfaced in the Treaty of Rome as a
means to allow EU-native workers to
work outside their native EU countries.
It has now been massively extended,
not only by conferring 'rights' on intra-
EU movement but also by widening
the benefits to include the right to start
businesses, and the right to study at
the British taxpayers' expense.
Nevertheless, the number of these
movements is still quite small in
relation to the total EU population.

The EU believes that those EU

nationals who work or study in their
non-native country are likely to be
supportive of the EU political order -
and the more of them the better. A new
idea has now taken hold among EU
policy makers which is that immigrants
from outside the EU will become
special supporters of the EU ideas as
they will have no conflicting national
loyalty. So Barroso is now proposing
an intake of twenty million workers
(plus dependents) with the right to
'circular migration', that is to move
freely from one EU country to another.

If the nations of the EU are not
changing into Homo Europeanus fast
enough, ready-made imports will

accelerate the process.

Lack of Policy

Demography is destiny and if the firm
intention is to establish a political order
a demographic policy is vital. Britain's
lack of policy in relation to the inflows
and outflows of population shows that
the political elite regards demographic
destiny as less important than 'human
rights' and the needs of business for
low-paid labour; this in turn is
evidence that it has already
surrendered real political power to the
emerging political order, and no
maidenly aversion of eurosceptic eyes
can conceal this.
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